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two hearts: one that feels the grief and pain and the being misunderstood  and the other heart, the mightier one, feels and knows: GOD
is there! I have GOD, what more do I need? I am happy in Him! This
does not mean that I will subsequently forget the world, those entrusted to my care, it means that with the happiness in Him I am able
to give. I think less about me being expected to go to Heaven, but Id
rather have you go to Heaven. If you have GOD, you will be enriched,
then the so-called peace comes into your heart, which you can ooze
out afterwards  unknowingly. Not by thinking: The switch is on,
click! and then peace will flow forth from you. No, that is not the way
it is done. It will flow forth when you do not think about it. This peace
cannot be taken away from you, because it is from GOD. Amen!
Excerpt from the sermon of 23 October 2016

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

The Letter Kills
Being Happy for GOD
My beloved! Man is divine, because the soul is seated in him, also
in every pagan and even every great sinner. And what is the soul?
It is the breath, the breath of life of GOD. GOD breathed into the
first mans nostrils the breath of life. And afterwards on earth: as
soon as the heart of the begotten child begins to beat, GOD puts
His breath into the heart. GODs breath of life is divine, which is
why it says in Holy Scripture: You are gods! So man is divine,
but not the Sunday nor the Sabbath. Who is more important: Sunday or man? Important according to GOD is: Six days you shall
labour and on the seventh day you shall rest! And those who
claim so zealously that the Sabbath must be kept holy and not the
Sunday, let them go to the Jews and stay there. We have such
great Saints who kept the Sunday holy. Do look at their lives, follow their example. One has become holy through social works,
another in prayer and still another as a hermit. Not everyone can
live as these did but you can study their virtues and then live your
life according to your own assignment and vocation.

Know-It-Alls and Those Faithful to the Letter
Many people judge according to their already preconceived human opinion, which is why the HOLY SPIRIT cannot enter into
them. If someone comes up to you, whether he be a sinner, a
Saint, an Islamist, or anybody else: you must empty yourself so
that the HOLY SPIRIT can recognise the other person through you.
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They are the know-it-alls who are stuck in the Old Testament. They
are the ones faithful to the letter like the stubborn Jews in those days.
Apostle Paul said: The letter kills! And those who judge with a
preconceived know-it-all attitude, from their human head are the ones
who will always just pick certain phrases from the Bible for themselves, only the phrases that suit them. They are rightly called sectarians.

Bible Translations
Then one should keep in mind that Holy Scripture was translated
many times. Unfortunately, they made the mistake of not always using
the original text when translating, but the latest translation. Mind
you, language changes. If our great-great-grandmother were came
to the earth now, she would not be able to understand our language
at all any more. Therefore, I find it very practical in the Church that
we have Latin, but not for the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, but for the
archives. Latin is a dead language. It is no longer spoken in the world
and consequently remains unchanged  unlike our language that
even changes from year to year. In any case, my German speaking
great-grandmother or even my grandmother would not know what
city, street, shop or job means, she would have no inkling. Do you
understand? That is why I cannot translate from yesterday to today,
but I must take from the original. Not what has already been translated but the origin is GODs word, which has to be translated again
and again. Then there is another problem: the people of today translate about-2,000-year-old Aramaic texts. The SAVIOUR told me: The
mistake is: Man should just have to live in the situation of that time,
then they would understand everything quite differently. A small
example, which even causes certain Doctors of Theology to stumble:
People say that the Mother of GOD had other children, because it
says in Holy Scripture that they said to JESUS: Your mother and
brothers are standing outside, wanting to speak to You. What rubbish! I mean, a theologian should be so intelligent as to know that
in the past the Jews called every relative up to the seventh degree

brother and sister, not brother-in-law or cousin, and so on. That is
why they are also called such in the Bible. After all, if it says tax collectors in the Bible, we understand by this word nowadays the sinners and not the customs officers.

Being Happy for GOD is Much More Gigantic
If I do something, I want to do what I can for the law, for GOD. If I,
as a bishop, win a person for GOD, I am full of joy for GOD, not for
me. I do not even know if I am happy for myself. It is much more gigantic and greater to be happy for GOD. After all, we are there for
Him, not for ourselves. If you have found GOD, if you become one
with GOD, so that He is pleased with you and you with Him  I could
say, I speak from my own experience , then it all does not matter
however much people plague and condemn you, and so on. When
I was once asked if I were not afraid because I speak out so clearly,
I said: Why? I have GOD! Then they replied: And when they kill
you? My answer: In that case, I am with GOD. Is there something
better?

I Have GOD, What More Do I Need?
If I have found GOD, I will discover that I have also found myself.
Only in GOD can you find yourself. It is very wrong to think that I will
find myself if I only search for myself. Because if I do that, I will become a selfish person. In the end, it is GOD who finds me. A woman
said to me: My heart is full of love for GOD  full of love! And I
said in reply: You selfish woman!  What, what? she asked. Then
I explained to her: Who has filled your heart with love? You yourself?
That is not possible. GOD has filled you, so pass it on to others. Allow
it to overflow  do not keep it to yourself!
The search for GOD, consuming oneself in longing for the Eternal
One, will enrich you endlessly. Whatever adversity may come your
way, you will be in peace all the same. As I always say, I seem to have

